Screeds and Applications

1. With a “hot” screed you will have less adjustments?
   a. TRUE
   b. FALSE

2. In regards to the “Angle of Attack on Extensions”, as you “tighten” the bolt it will __________ the mat?
   a. LOOSEN
   b. TIGHTEN

3. Lines on the inside of the main screed means that the VERTICAL is to __________?
   a. LOW
   b. HIGH

4. Looking at the Line of Pull, with a high tow-point and a thin lift you will have a line of pull that is always pulling ____________?
   a. UPWARD
   b. DOWNWARD

5. You should place the tow-point ________ higher than the loose mat thickness you are laying?
   a. 3 inches
   b. 2 inches
   c. 1 inch

6. Make sure that you don’t fill the ____________ until it builds a mountain of material.
   a. HOPPER
   b. FLOW GATES
   c. SLAT CONVEYERS
   d. AUGER CHAMBER